TRASH 948

Last Saturday saw KSH3 Circle up for hopefully an uninterrupted season, thanks to all 21 who
pitched up to assist No Balls in his efforts among the grassy slopes around Maenam 5, he made a
great job of the trail and despite not having bothered to lay out the usual examples of trail
markings we all got the message including the 2 newbies Norman from Wales and Louis from
Malaysia.
The weather was threatening as we trotted out in search of the undisclosed number of Checks and
the single Split and presently we had a short shower as we came across the first of his Checks
and the paper was where it should have been so onwards and thankfully not upwards.
A stream stroll got us in the mood and the presence of a few buffaloes didn’t cause any undue
alarm, all pretty pedestrian so far, still keeping to the level ground we passed through some small
settlements before coming to a Tee junction which caused a few heads to be scratched until
Corky, fresh from his successful ascent of Mt.Aussiecossy Australia’s highest peak, located the
paper which led to a bleedin’ great wall to negotiate, no problem for the Rambos and as it turned
out the Wankers hopped over it also.
The HHH sign brought calls of ON IN and also comments about the siting of the Split sign secured
below it and in clear view of the Laager site, elementary my dear No Balls,
After the usual slurping time, the MIAs were counted and N.B. leapt aboard his chariot and
executed a classic rescue mission. The same can’t be said for his post Circle departure when he
carried out a classic N.B. manoeuvre and got into a argument with a coconut tree, the tree won.
Tangerine Man called for disorder and the chaos lovers Circled up and despite the Split sign issue,
the vote was unanimous for a great Hash.
Technically we were all Returners but those who were not in attendance at 947 picked up their
downies from Pickled Lilly and gave account of themselves, the aforementioned Corky, Banana
Bender with Straightener, Walky Talky and for good measure the two newbies Norman and Louis.
Big Yin gave an A+ to all the Rambos with the exception of Winkle and Louis who prattled on good
style for most of the trail.
Corky dragged in all the Poo Yings just for fun.
No Crashers or other offenders so T.M. brought in Banana Bender who will have us galloping or
staggering around Taling Nahm next Saturday at 15:30.
Lastly forgive the lack of pikies but our Hash Flash/Cash Go Round Again is presently quaffing
back copious amounts of Old Speckled Hen back in Blighty so any of you with a camera and the
ability to remain semi sober can stand for a couple of weeks until his return.
Circle closed and look out for trees jumping out behind you.

